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To date, no attempt has been made to assess the presence or otherwise of the “Divergence Problem” (DP)
in existing multi-millennial Southern Hemisphere tree-ring chronologies. We have updated the iconic Mt
Read Huon pine chronology from Tasmania, southeastern Australia, to now include the warmest decade
on record, AD 2000e2010, and used the Kalman Filter (KF) to examine it for signs of divergence against
four different temperature series available for the region. Ring-width growth for the past two decades is
statistically unprecedented for the past 1048 years. Although we have identiﬁed a decoupling between
temperature and growth in the past two decades, the relationship between some of the temperature
records and growth has varied over time since the start of instrumental records. Rather than the special
case of ‘divergence’, we have identiﬁed a more general time-dependence between growth and temperature over the last 100 years. This time-dependence appears particularly problematic at interdecadal
time scales. Due to the time-dependent relationships, and uncertainties related to the climate data, the
use of any of the individual temperature series examined here potentially complicates temperature
reconstruction. Some of the uncertainty in the climate data may be associated with changing climatic
conditions, such as the intensiﬁcation of the sub-tropical ridge (STR) and its impact on the frequency of
anticyclonic conditions over the Mt Read site. Increased growth at the site, particularly in the last decade,
over and above what would be expected based on a linear temperature model alone, may be consistent
with a number of hypotheses. Existing uncertainties in the climate data need to be resolved and independent physiological information obtained before a range of hypotheses for this increased growth can
be effectively evaluated.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Uniformitarianism e the idea that the present provides the key
to the past e is a fundamental assumption underlying palaeoclimatic reconstructions. In dendrochronology, this assumption is
often simpliﬁed to assume that a relationship between a tree-ring
chronology and a single climate variable (e.g. temperature) has
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remained effectively constant through time (Fritts, 1976). This
simpliﬁcation ignores other variables that may have important
mediating effects on the relationship between temperature and
tree-rings. The recent emergence of the “Divergence Problem” (DP)
in relation to temperature, in numerous high latitude tree-ring sites
in the Northern Hemisphere (Jacoby and D'Arrigo, 1995; Briffa et al.
2004; Wilson et al. 2007; Lloyd and Bunn, 2007; D'Arrigo et al.,
2008; Grudd, 2008; D'Arrigo et al., 2009; Esper and Frank, 2009;
Esper et al. 2010; Franceshini et al. 2012 amongst many others),
potentially poses a signiﬁcant challenge to uniformitarianism if
uniformitarianism is considered in the limited sense described
above. There are varying descriptions of divergence either implied
or made explicit in the literature. Perhaps the most commonly cited
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example is ring widths/densities that, in the past three to four
decades, are either no longer increasing at a rate commensurate
with the rate of increase in temperature (e.g. Büntgen et al. 2008) or
are decreasing as temperatures increase (e.g. D'Arrigo et al., 2004;
Briffa et al. 2004). However, many studies have also identiﬁed
sustained increases in ring width for the past three to four decades
greater than expected based on temperature records (e.g. LaMarche
et al. 1984; Paulsen et al. 2000; Wilmking et al. 2005; Gedalof and
Berg, 2010). Both of these descriptions require only a ‘decoupling’
between temperature and radial growth in the most recent three to
four decades such that the tree ring series does not fully retain the
long term warming trend (divergence sensu Esper and Frank, 2009).
Another, and far stricter position on divergence requires that any
decoupling observed in the temperatureegrowth relationship in
the most recent decades be directly attributable to a change in the
primary limiting factor, for example, from temperature to moisture,
in order for it to be considered divergence (pers. comm. K. Briffa,
Climate Research Unit University of East Anglia; divergence sensu
Briffa). The occurrence of this last case (e.g. Jacoby and D'Arrigo,
1995; D'Arrigo et al., 2008 and references therein) would constitute a much greater challenge to the broader uniformitarian
assumption. Whether an observed decoupling in recent decades is
identiﬁed more loosely as divergence sensu Esper and Frank or
more strictly as divergence sensu Briffa, it could have profound
implications for the development of high-quality annual-resolution
temperature reconstructions from these chronologies (D'Arrigo
et al., 2008; Esper and Frank, 2009) because models using these
records and calibrated on the more recent period will under- or
over-estimate the relationship between temperature and ring
width outside this modern calibration period. This is a growing
concern because several recent studies suggest that failure of treering series to continue to reﬂect warming in most recent decades is
not restricted to high-latitude tree-ring sites (e.g., D'Arrigo et al.,
2008; references therein; Martìn-Benito et al. 2010; Zhang and
Wilmking, 2010). However, there are also numerous studies that
have found no evidence for a recent decoupling of the temperatureegrowth relationship (e.g. Juday and Alix, 2012; Weijers et al.
2012; Young et al. 2012). In other words, the DP is neither ubiquitous nor uni-directional. It is also important to be aware that some
studies refer to relationships between tree ring chronologies and
climate that ‘decouple’ throughout their period of overlap as
divergent (e.g. Zhang et al. 2009). This kind of relationship is
probably better described as time-varying rather than divergent,
and in this study, we describe such a relationship as timedependent, NOT divergent. The use of tree-ring chronologies with
a time-dependent relationship with climate also has implications
for climate reconstructions. The distinction between divergent and
time-dependent is important because different underlying mechanisms may be responsible, therefore requiring a different
approach in dealing with the issue.
A range of explanations speciﬁcally for the DP has been proposed. These explanations can be broadly grouped into three
categories: methodological issues, site-level issues and global
issues. Methodological issues include the choice of a linear
temperature response model when a non-linear or threshold
model might be more appropriate, end-effect bias caused by
detrending misﬁts and trend distortions (D'Arrigo et al., 2008;
Melvin and Briffa, 2008; Esper et al. 2010) and the ‘slowgrower’ survivorship bias that occurs when old and less climatically responsive trees are favoured for sampling, resulting in
decreased growth in recent decades (Brienen et al. 2012a). Sitelevel issues can include local pollution effects on tree growth,
differential responses of tree growth to minimum and maximum
temperatures (Wilson and Luckman, 2002), lack of appropriate
meteorological data for modeling the tree growth response to

climate (D'Arrigo et al., 2008), undetermined stochastic differences (Martìn-Benito et al. 2010) and, as mentioned above, a
change in the primary factor limiting growth at the site (Jacoby
and D'Arrigo, 1995; divergence sensu Briffa). More global explanations related to climate include anthropocentrically induced
warming leading to drought stress (D'Arrigo et al., 2008), CO2
fertilisation (LaMarche et al. 1984), global dimming (see D'Arrigo
et al., 2008) and stratospheric ozone depletion (Briffa et al. 2004).
While some of these potential explanations for the occurrence of
the DP may be applicable to time-varying relationships, others
speciﬁcally relating to changes that have only occurred in the
most recent decades will not be.
To date, scrutiny of tree-ring chronologies for the DP has focused
on Northern Hemisphere tree-ring sites and species, but there has
been no concerted effort to assess whether the DP (or timedependence) is an issue in the more sparsely distributed long
Southern Hemisphere tree-ring chronologies. The 3600-year Mt
Read Huon pine (Lagarostrobos franklinii C.J. Quinn) chronology in
Tasmania is the only Australian tree-ring record that has been
successfully used to reconstruct warm season temperatures over
the past millennium in its own right (Cook et al. 1991, 1992, 2000),
and has been shown to be representative of large scale variability in
the Southern Hemisphere latitudes inﬂuenced by the zonal westerlies (Cook et al. 2000). It has therefore been an important inclusion in IPCC analyses of changing temperatures in the Australasian
sector of the Southern Hemisphere and has been used to help place
the observed warming of recent decades in a long-term context
(IPCC, 2007). When last reviewed, the Mt Read chronology did not
include the past decade, which has been noted as the warmest
since instrumental records began in many parts of the world (IPCC,
2007). Therefore, an update of the widely cited Mt Read chronology
and an examination of whether it has fallen victim to divergence
(whether sensu Esper and Frank or sensu Briffa) is imperative. Here
we update the chronology, re-assess how well it represents modern
day instrumental climate over the past century and examine it for
signs of divergence.
2. Data and methods
Two or three 5 mm diameter cores from each of 18 trees were
obtained from the 900 m ASL Tasmanian Mt Read site at the end of
March 2010. Micro-core samples taken through the 2009/10
growing season indicated that cambial activity and xylem differentiation had ceased by the time of sampling (D. Drew, unpublished
data) and that the ﬁnal ring was complete. The updated chronology
was constructed from the new samples and the previously crossdated material (Buckley et al. 1997; Cook et al. 2000) and is based
on individual detrended series with a mean segment length greater
than 500 years (Cook et al. 2000). All samples, including those
previously obtained, were standardised (detrended and transformed into dimensionless indices; Fritts, 1976) using ﬁtted negative exponential curves or linear trends of negative or zero slope,
with the signal-free method applied to minimise trend distortion
and end-effect biases in the ﬁnal chronology (Melvin and Briffa,
2008). The use of negative exponential and linear detrending preserves low-frequency variations due to climate consistent with the
‘segment length curse’ (Cook et al., 1995b), but potentially loses
some centennial time scale variability that had been preserved in
the Mt Read chronology based on regional curve standardisation
(Cook et al. 2000). Because our tests of divergence are based only on
the outer 100 years of the chronology concurrent with meteorological data, the way we have standardised the chronology here
versus the way done by Cook et al. (2000) should not have any
impact on the possible detection of divergence in the Mt Read
chronology.
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Cook et al. (1991, 1992) and Buckley et al. (1997) showed strong
correlation between the Mt Read chronology and mean warm
season (NovembereApril) temperatures. Speciﬁcally, Cook et al.
(1992) found the correlation between warm season temperatures
(November to April) and the chronology over the 1885e1989
period to be 0.635 (p < 0.01). We therefore compared the updated
Mt Read chronology with mean temperatures for these same
months in order to check whether or not decoupling between
growth and temperature in most recent decades has occurred. We
have, however, expanded on the initial comparison with mean
temperatures by using four long time series of mean temperature
that are now available. The ‘Cook series’, developed by Cook et al.
(1991) and based on the longest continuous temperature series
available for locations in Tasmania (Hobart, Launceston e the
Launceston record used is composed of two Launceston stations e
and Low Head: all low elevation (<200 m ASL)) has been updated
for this study. This series was the only one of the four series
examined below that was available when Cook et al. (1991) ﬁrst
established the relationship between the Mt Read chronology and
warm season temperature and subsequently reconstructed past
temperature (Cook et al., 1991, 1992, 1996, 2000; Buckley et al.
1997). Both the SILO (extracted 12/9/2013) (Jeffrey et al. 2001),
and AWAP (26 h) data (Jones et al. 2009) are gridded data sets for
Australia based on 0.05  0.05 resolution grids. The coarserresolution CRU (3.2) data set is based on a 0.5  0.5 grid
(Mitchell and Jones, 2005). To more readily enable visual comparison of the temperature series on the same graph (SILO and AWAP
have been adjusted for elevation, but the Cook series has not, and
therefore reﬂects the higher temperatures at low elevation), all
temperature series and the chronology were converted to z-scores
(Fig. 1a). Temperature data series extend from 1911 to 2009. To
check whether the Mt Read chronology has become limited by
warm season precipitation (Fig. 1b) rather than by warm season

Fig. 1. A. Standardised mean warm season temperature data. Thin black line is AWAP
series, black dashed line is Cook series; grey solid line is CRU temperature series and
grey dashed line is SILO data series. Thick black line is averaged temperature data (all
four temperature series). B. Precipitation for Mt Read. Thin black line is AWAP, black
dashed line is Lake Margaret, grey dotted line is CRU, grey line is GPCC and grey dashed
line is SILO. CRU, AWAP, GPCC and SILO cover the 1911e2009 period while data for
Lake Margaret cover 1913e2003.
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temperature (i.e. check for divergence sensu Briffa), ﬁve sets of
precipitation data were also obtained for testing purposes: AWAP,
CRU, SILO and GPCC gridded data sets and the nearest long-term
station, at Lake Margaret, approximately 20 km south of Mt Read.
The CRU and GPCC data obtained are based on a 0.5  0.5 grid
resolution. These data were also converted to z-scores over the
period in common amongst all series for the purpose of visual
comparison. Because the Lake Margaret site only began recording
in 1913 and there was a considerable portion of missing data after
2002, only the 1913e2002 period is shown for Lake Margaret in
Fig. 1b.
Four popular methods previously used to identify decoupling of
temperature and growth in recent decades include: visual comparison of tree ring series and temperature series (e.g. Jacoby and
D'Arrigo, 1995; Briffa et al. 1998; Martìn-Benito et al. 2010); comparison of response/correlation functions or regression models for
two or more separate periods (Cook et al. 1987; Leal et al. 2008;
D'Arrigo et al., 2009; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2011a); changing
spatial correlations (D'Arrigo et al., 2009) and examination of
simple running correlation or regression coefﬁcients between
temperature and tree-ring series (e.g. Briffa et al. 2004; Coppola
et al., 2012; Gurskaya et al. 2012; Franceschini et al. 2012). Here
we instead use the Kalman Filter (KF; Visser and Molenaar, 1988) to
examine whether the relationship between the Mt Read chronology and each of our four temperature and ﬁve precipitation series
has signiﬁcantly changed in recent decades (Visser and Molenaar,
1988). As formulated here, the dynamic KF calculates estimates
based on a weighted average of the predicted value and its uncertainty and the actual measured value (Harvey, 1989). The identiﬁcation of whether a constant relationship model is a better ﬁt to the
data than one with a coefﬁcient that changes over time is determined objectively by maximum likelihood, which is a big advantage over ad hoc running correlation/regression methods. The KF
also has an advantage over other techniques in that it incorporates
information about uncertainty in its estimates. It has previously
been used in a number of other dendrochronological studies to
examine changes in relationships between climate and tree-rings
or between different climate reconstructions (e.g. Visser and
Molenaar, 1988; Cook and Johnson, 1989; Jacoby and D'Arrigo,
1995; Wilson et al. 2010; Cook et al. 2013). Because temperature
has been found to be the dominant driver of ring width increases in
the Mt Read chronology (Buckley et al., 1997), the KF was applied
with temperature as the predictor of ring widths for the 1911e2009
period. In addition, Briffa et al. (1998) and Büntgen et al. (2008)
have previously observed differences in relationships between
high frequency series and those between low frequency series. We
have therefore tested the relationships between the unﬁltered Mt
Read chronology and the unﬁltered temperature for stability and
then compared ﬁltered data series after applying a 10-year
smoothing spline (Cook and Peters, 1981). Both the 10-yr high
pass and 10-year low pass data were tested using the KF. The 10year spline was used in preference to, for example, a longer
spline (e.g. 20 years) due to the relatively short climate data series
available to us. In order to check that our use of the signal-free
framework to develop the chronology has not resulted in a substantial difference in the relationship with climate, we have tested
the relationship between temperature and four versions of the Mt
Read chronology: the standardised chronology based on ratios,
standardised chronology based on residuals, the signal-free chronology based on ratios and the signal-free chronology based on
power-transformed residuals.
The use of the KF as described in the preceding paragraph
enabled us to check whether or not the DP, or general timedependence, is present but it did not allow us to check whether
there had been a change in the factor most limiting to growth at the
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site. We therefore also tested the relationship between the four
different versions of the chronology and each of the precipitation
data sets over the period in common between the precipitation
data sets (1913e2002) using unﬁltered, high-pass and low-pass
data. If the relationship with precipitation has become more
limiting in recent decades, an increasingly positive association
between precipitation and the chronology would be expected.
3. Results
Annual ring-width growth since the 1960s has continued to
increase in the Mt Read Huon pine (Fig. 2a,b) as warm season
temperatures have continued to increase (Fig. 1a). Growth (inferred
mean warm season temperatures) in the two most recent decades
is the highest over the last 2400 years (Fig. 2a) although wider
conﬁdence intervals prior to AD1000 mean there is no signiﬁcant
difference (p < 0.05) between the inferred temperatures of the
most recent decades and the periods centred on AD 700 and AD 961
(Fig. 2c). Nevertheless, as inferred by the chronology, the most
recent period is statistically the warmest on record for the past
1048 years. Interestingly, high inferred temperatures for both the
AD 700-centred period and the most recent period coincide with
high counts of macroscopric charcoal at Frenchman's Cap in Tasmania's central west (pers. comm. M. Fletcher University of Melbourne). Although the early 20th Century was the coldest period for
800 years (Fig. 2a), it is not unprecedented; inferred temperatures
for the period centred on AD 1197 are statistically indistinguishable
from those in the early 20th Century. The period centred on AD 50
is the coldest period, on average, inferred by the chronology
(Fig. 2c). A visual comparison of the climate data and the chronology (Fig. 2e) suggests that the rate at which ring widths have
generally increased since the mid 1990s has been greater than the
rate at which temperatures increased. Bootstrapped conﬁdence
intervals (95% interval) for the smoothed data (Fig. 2f) also indicate
that the increase in ring widths has been greater than the increase
in mean warm season temperature over the past decade. These
results are consistent with a partial decoupling of growth and
temperature, or as Esper and Frank (2009) explain, the inability of
the tree rings to fully retain the long term upward trend in
temperatures.
Figs. 3e5 show the KF results for the four different versions of
the Mt Read chronology. The solid line represents the dynamic
regression model coefﬁcient as determined by the KF and the
dashed lines are the 2s limits. If the solid line is horizontal, this
indicates that the relationship is time-stable whereas a nonhorizontal line indicates that the relationship is not time-stable. If
the 2s limits enclose the zero line, this indicates a relationship not
signiﬁcantly different from zero. If both 2s limits are above (below)
the zero line, then the relationship is deemed positive (negative).
Whether or not changes in the relationship over time are signiﬁcant can be assessed by a comparison of the bias corrected Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) for the linear model and the dynamic
regression model (Van Deusen, 1990). If AIC KF model e AIC KF
linear < 2 then the non time-stable model is a better ﬁt to the data
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than the constant coefﬁcient model (see Table 1). If the relationship
changes from positive to negative, this presents more serious
challenges than the case in which the relationship varies from being indistinct from zero to positive (negative), because not only is
the relationship non-constant, but even its sign is reversible.
Several important points can be drawn from Figs. 3e5. First, the
difference in the KF traces for the different versions of the chronology is trivial, illustrating the robustness of the Mt Read chronology to slight differences in chronology development
methodology. Second, results differ depending on which climate
data was used. Thirdly, and most pertinently, there is no clear evidence of a decoupling between temperature and growth that only
occurs in the most recent decades. This is most apparent for the low
pass data (Fig. 5) and the unﬁltered AWAP and Cook data (Fig. 3) for
which the KF traces indicate changing relationships between
temperature and growth throughout the twentieth century.
Therefore, rather than our KF results indicating divergence sensu
Esper and Frank (2009), we suggest that they demonstrate timedependent relationships (the nature of time-dependence differing
based on the climate data used) but NOT divergence. In this case,
solely focusing on decoupling at the end of series would be to pay
unequal attention to other instances of decoupling (Esper and
Frank, 2009).
For the relationships shown in Figs. 3e5, time-dependence between the chronology and temperature data was only considered
present if all versions of the chronology were assessed as timedependent. The time-dependent model for the relationship between the chronology and each of the AWAP and Cook warm season temperature series was assessed as superior to the constant
coefﬁcient model (Table 1; AIC KF model e AIC KF linear < 2), and
the pattern of time-dependence differed depending on the temperature data used. In the case of the Cook data, the sign of the
coefﬁcient varies from indistinct from zero to positive. The relationship between the chronology and the unﬁltered AWAP data is
strongest at the start and towards the end of the series, weakening
slightly in most recent years. The 2s limits for the early part of the
century are relatively wide for the Cook series that has a relatively
strong relationship at the start of the century but which then becomes indistinct from zero until the 1970s. Like the AWAP series,
the relationship between the Cook series and chronology weakens
in most recent years. Time-dependence is therefore clearly a
concern for the AWAP and Cook data, particularly for the Cook data
since the relationship varies from being positive to indistinct from
zero. Greatest differences in the traces occur in the 1940s/50s and
at the ends of the traces.
The high-pass relationships between the Mt Read chronology
and all temperature series examined here are positive and constant
(Fig. 4). The relationship between the high-pass SILO temperature
data and the Mt Read ring-width chronology appears to weaken
slightly towards the end, although a constant coefﬁcient model is
superior to one with a time-varying coefﬁcient (AIC KF model e AIC
KF linear > 2; Table 1). In all cases, the high-pass relationships are
very similar to one another. In contrast, none of the relationships
between the low-pass series and the chronology are constant and

Fig. 2. A: The four versions of the updated Mt Read chronologies back to 400BC, the approximate point where EPS<0.85. Solid gray line is the standardised chronology based on
ratios, gray dashed line is the standardised chronology based on residuals, black dashed line is standardised signal-free chronology based on ratios and black solid line is
standardised signal-free chronology based on residuals. The chronologies have all been scaled so as to be easily comparable. B. As for A, but focusing on the modern end
(1850e2009) of the chronology. Reduction in end-effect bias due to the signal-free standardisation process is relatively small. C: Mt Read (signal-free chronology based on ratios)
chronology back to 400 BC. 20-year low pass ﬁltered series with bootstrapped 95% conﬁdence limits. The outer 1000 years of mostly living trees is better replicated than the earlier
part of the and is also more homogeneous, thereby producing smaller conﬁdence intervals than for the earlier part of the record. The horizontal dashed lines denote the upper
(period centred on AD 961) and lower (period centred on AD 1197) conﬁdence limits. D: Average segment length (solid black line) and chronology sample depth (black dashed line).
E: Unsmoothed climate data and chronology, 1911e2009. For parts E and F, solid black line is AWAP series, black dashed line is Cook series, red solid line is CRU series and red
dashed line is SILO series. Thick black line is the Mt Read signal-free chronology. F. Climate data and chronology, both smoothed with an 11-year Gaussian ﬁlter, 1911e2009. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Dynamic regression coefﬁcients (KF) for models of growth based on the four unﬁltered warm season (NoveApr) temperature data sets (AWAP, SILO, Cook and CRU data) and
four versions of the unﬁltered Mt Read chronology. Columns from left to right show: the KF model coefﬁcients for the relationship between temperature and the standardised ratio
chronology; the KF model coefﬁcients for the relationship between temperature and the standardised power transformed residuals chronology; the KF coefﬁcients for the relationship between temperature and the signal-free ratio chronology and; the KF coefﬁcients for the relationship between temperature and the signal-free power transformed
residuals chronology. Top row shows results for AWAP data, second row shows results for SILO data; third row shows results for Cook data; bottom row shows results for CRU data.
Dashed lines represent 2s limits.

this time-dependence is also signiﬁcant (Table 1). Notably, the
relationship between the low-pass chronology and low-pass AWAP
data has remained mostly positive over the past 100 years
(exception of 1935e1940 for three of four chronology versions),
whereas those between the low-pass chronology and the remaining low-pass temperature series oscillate between positive and
indistinguishable from zero, or negative in the case of the Cook
series (Fig. 5). In all cases, the relationship has become less positive
in the most recent years of the record and this weakening is most
evident for the relationships between the chronology and the SILO
and Cook series. As an aside, it is interesting to note that the low
frequency trend in the CRU temperature data differs most and that
in the AWAP data differs least from the trend in tree ring width
(Fig. 2f). While this may seem somewhat at odds with the similarity
in the KF traces for the respective low pass temperature data
(Fig. 5), a closer inspection reveals that the uncertainty limits for
the two series overlap (Fig. S1), meaning that their relationships are
not statistically (p < 0.05) different over this period (indeed, the
relationships are statistically the same for much of the last century).
The relationships between the chronology and the ﬁve precipitation data sets illustrate general time-dependence for both low-

pass and unﬁltered data (Fig. S2; Table S1). For unﬁltered data
and for all data sets except SILO, the relationship is generally not
signiﬁcantly different from zero until the mid-late 1980s when it
becomes negative, implying that decreasing precipitation has
become less limiting to radial growth. The high-pass relationships
are constant over time (Fig. S3). Unlike the variable relationships
seen for the low pass temperature data, the low-pass relationships
with the various precipitation data (exception of SILO data) sets are
very similar to one another over time (Fig. S4). The overall
conclusion is that there is no sign of warm season moisture
sensitivity emerging in the Mt Read chronology even with
increasing warmth and decreasing precipitation occurring in recent
years (Fig. 1): Mt Read remains a sufﬁciently moist place for Huon
pine growing there.
4. Discussion
The decoupling of growth and temperature in most recent decades at Mt Read is not limited to most recent decades only, but
occurs throughout the period of instrumental records, its nature
depending on the climate record used. This time-dependence is
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Fig. 4. As for Fig. 3, but for high pass ﬁltered data.

most apparent for the low pass data. Time-dependence between
climate and tree-ring time series is as important as the issue of
divergence itself because it too has serious implications for a
reconstruction based on such a relationship. Framed by uncertainties relating especially to the climate data, our discussion
below focuses on the time-dependence issue, ﬁrstly with reference
to data ﬁltering, secondly on the selection of the climate data to use,
and thirdly, on the greater than expected (based on temperatures;
Fig. 2e,f) increase in ring widths since the 1960s.
4.1. Does using ﬁltered data present a solution to time-dependence?
Our results for Mt Read (regardless of climate data set used)
suggest that time-dependence can generally be avoided by highpass ﬁltering (10-year spline) data. However, use of high-pass
ﬁltered data only will effectively prohibit identiﬁcation and analysis of important low frequency climate variability itself. Changes in
low frequency relationships with climate variables are certainly
relevant for the Mt Read chronology because at least two previous
studies support the existence of such low (decadal or lower) frequency variability. Cook et al. (1996) demonstrated stronger correlations between the Mt Read chronology and surface
temperatures to the west of Tasmania from 1880 to 1927 and to the
east of Tasmania from 1950 to 1989. Allen et al. (2013) found that
the spatial extent of signiﬁcant correlations between the Mt Read

chronology and southeast Australian temperatures varied for the
1955e2009 and 1901e1954 periods.
4.2. Selection of climate data
Because the temperature series have all been tested against the
same tree-ring record, the results shown in Figs. 3e5 demonstrate
not only time dependence, but also considerable variation
(although not always statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05)) in the
temperature records themselves. This illustrates considerable uncertainty surrounding the precise nature of mean temperature
variation over the past 100 years and how that variation in individual records relates to the Mt Read tree-ring chronology. As
D'Arrigo et al. (2008) and Esper and Frank (2009) point out, uncertainties in the climate data used to assess the presence or
absence of divergence (or time dependence) can be a critical
problem. Some of the climate data issues highlighted in the literature as plausibly affecting stability of relationships with tree-ring
chronologies include: distance of climate stations from the treering site, difference between the elevation of the climate station
and tree-ring site, differences in rates of increase in maximum and
minimum temperatures (Wilson and Luckman, 2002), and inhomogeneities in the climate data (D'Arrigo et al., 2008;; Esper
et al. 2010). While most studies of divergence to date have used
individual station records (e.g. Jacoby and D'Arrigo, 1995; D'Arrigo
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Fig. 5. As for Fig. 3 but for low pass ﬁltered data.

et al., 2004; Frank et al. 2007; Esper and Frank, 2009; Esper et al.
2010), availability and use of gridded data sets (e.g., Climate Explorer, http://climexp.knmi.nl/) for a range for climate variables is
increasing and they have been used in some studies of divergence

(Briffa et al., 2002a&b). The same range of issues identiﬁed for
station data (e.g. Esper and Frank, 2009; Esper et al. 2010) also affects gridded data sets because any systematic errors or homogeneity problems in the station data will be propagated into the

Table 1
Comparison of AICs for the constant coefﬁcient and time-varying coefﬁcient models of relationship between temperature data series and the Mt Read chronology. AIC1 is the
AIC related to the constant coefﬁcient model and AIC2 is the AIC for the time-varying coefﬁcient model. If AIC1 e AIC2 < 2, this suggests time-dependence that outweighs the
penalty function of the AIC, and therefore that time-dependence is signiﬁcant. Figures in bold indicate cases in which AIC1 e AIC2 < 2.

AWAP

SILO

Cook

CRU

Avg. Series

Unﬁltered
High pass
Low pass
Unﬁltered
High pass
Low pass
Unﬁltered
High pass
Low pass
Unﬁltered
High pass
Low pass
Unﬁltered
High pass
Low pass

Standardised ratio crn.

Standardised residual crn.

Signal-free ratio crn.

Signal-free residual crn.

AIC1

AIC2

AIC1

AIC2

AIC1

AIC2

AIC1

AIC2

¡47.85
14.79
¡132.09
26.54
13.83
¡51.24
¡20.35
6.19
¡52.77
19.17
15.76
¡37.19
36.68
15.83
¡84.31

¡54.64
14.79
¡234.74
24.56
11.87
¡150.74
¡37.70
6.19
¡139.14
17.05
15.76
¡58.72
36.68
15.83
¡217.21

¡47.94
13.74
¡139.13
26.60
12.74
¡53.48
¡21.61
5.64
¡60.07
20.16
14.67
¡41.66
37.12
14.61
¡89.03

¡51.63
13.74
¡234.93
26.60
11.31
¡144.87
¡37.59
5.64
¡146.40
20.16
14.67
¡61.27
35.25
14.61
¡216.31

¡48.62
15.09
¡134.66
26.51
14.15
¡51.49
¡20.04
6.35
¡51.64
18.96
16.03
¡37.84
¡36.90
16.15
¡85.56

¡57.58
15.09
¡240.22
25.54
14.15
¡151.81
¡38.06
6.35
¡137.85
17.27
16.03
¡61.16
¡39.16
16.15
¡217.50

¡50.02
14.59
¡145.39
26.34
13.53
¡53.09
¡19.33
6.03
¡51.04
19.34
15.50
¡42.96
¡37.68
15.50
¡92.66

¡58.70
14.59
¡243.18
25.54
11.95
¡135.88
¡35.46
6.03
¡137.04
19.34
15.50
¡61.96
¡40.02
15.50
¡209.04
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gridded data sets. In addition, a change in the number and spatial
distribution of individual station records used to produce the
gridded data back in time can lead to inhomogenous behavior of
the affected record. It should, however, be noted that development
of the gridded data sets used here explicitly included consideration
of issues such as homogeneity, station data completeness, and
methods to deal with missing data (Jeffrey et al. 2001; Mitchell and
Jones, 2005; Jones et al. 2009). An additional consideration for
gridded data sets is the different interpolation procedures used for
each of these gridded data sets, as each will have its own strengths
and weaknesses (Jeffrey et al. 2001; Mitchell and Jones, 2005; Jones
et al. 2009). Further, small methodological changes in interpolation
procedures for gridded data sets may also lead to some differences
in different versions of each of the gridded data sets.
Essentially, there are two sets of issues that need to be scrutinised with regard to choosing a particular temperature data set.
First and foremost, it is important to consider the available climate
data sets based on factors independent of their relationship with
the climate proxy data. For gridded data sets, one of these factors
will be the grid resolution. The CRU grid data is less well resolved
than AWAP or SILO and the Cook series is not gridded but based on
three widely distributed low elevation meteorological stations
(Cook et al. 1991). Crude spatial resolution is likely to be problematic where topography is highly variable (as in western Tasmania), and particularly so for precipitation data. Large temporal
and spatial gaps in individual station records from which interpolated surfaces are derived are similarly problematic. There are many
short term (<40 years) climate records (www.bom.gov.au) prior to
the 1960s in western Tasmania due to the transient nature of
mining and hydro-electric construction settlements in the region.
This will clearly affect all the gridded surfaces used in this study.
However, a number of relatively short (including some high
elevation) data sets have been incorporated into the AWAP data and
Jones et al. (2009) argue that the AWAP maximum temperatures
are a considerable improvement over other available maximum
temperature data.
Differences in elevation between tree ring sites and climate
stations are a further concern. Adjustments are often made to the
climate data in an attempt account for this difference in elevation.
The Cook series makes no adjustment for elevation while both the
AWAP and SILO data include adjustments for elevation based on a
standard environmental lapse rate (ELR, 0.0065  C m1) that is
assumed to have remained constant over time. Even though adjustments for elevation may improve the accuracy of temperature
data, they may not account for conditions encountered at certain
sites over time. Speciﬁcally, the AWAP data uses lapse rate information based on the 1970e2000 period (D. Jones, pers. comm.
Bureau of Meteorology) and will not incorporate any information
about declining lapse rates that may have occurred due to more
rapid warming at high compared to low elevations (Thompson et al.
2003). In addition, a constant ELR relies on a well-mixed atmosphere. This assumption is questionable under anticyclonic conditions in which temperature may decrease through the boundary
layer to about 800e1100 mASL at which height a marked temperature inversion typically occurs (Kirkpatrick et al. 1996). Above this
inversion the air mass is warmer and drier than below it. Increased
frequency of anticyclonic conditions over the Mt Read site in recent
decades (cf. Larsen and Nicholls, 2009, Fig. 6a), resulting in more
frequent inversions at this level, may mean that temperatures at
the site have been warmer than predicted by the ELR in recent
decades. Topographical inﬂuences on lapse rates may also be
important (Minder et al. 2010) but cannot be readily incorporated
into large gridded data sets without considerable site-speciﬁc
research. On the basis of factors independent of the climate proxy
alone (e.g. a lack of adjustment for elevation (Cook), relatively crude
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Fig. 6. A. Intensity of the subtropical ridge (STR) using two L-indices. The Larsen index
is the extended Larsen and Nicholls (2009) L-index based on the global gridded MSLP
data set, Had2SLP2r (Allan and Ansell, 2006) and was constructed for Australian longitudes (110 e155 E). Wasyl Drosdowsky kindly provided the ‘Dros’ STR intensity
series, an extension of the index developed by Drosdowsky (2005). Dashed horizontal
line is median pressure (Dros). B. Number of months for which mean temperature
8  C (AWAP data). Vertical lines separate whole period into segments with visibly
different median number of months with mean temperatures 8  C (median number
of months are: 5,4,5,6 respectively). Horizontal line shows overall median. C. Growing
degree days since 1945 based on data for Butler's Gorge (highest elevation station with
longest temperature record for central Tasmania) adjusted for Mt Read elevation using
the standard ELR of 0.0065C/m and a threshold temperature of 8  C. Butler's Gorge is
located in central Tasmania whereas the greatest increase in growing season length
has been noted for the north of the state (see the Bureau of Meteorology website for
growing
season
information:
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/change/index.shtml#tabs¼Climate-change-trackeramp;tracker¼extremes-trend-mapsamp;tQ
[map]¼GrSLamp;tQ[period]¼1970).

resolution in a topographically variable area (CRU), and improved
maximum temperature estimation in the AWAP data), it may be
better to consider using either the SILO or AWAP data instead of the
CRU or Cook series.
Notwithstanding these potential limitations, it is also necessary,
when multiple climate data sets are considered to be equally
appropriate and of equal quality for reconstruction purposes, that
the temporal relationship between the proxy record (in this case,
the Mt Read ring-width chronology) and target climate variable be
examined. If a relationship varies from being positive (negative) to
negative (positive), a reconstruction based on it will be unreliable.
In this study, the generally positive and more consistent relationship between the unﬁltered Huon pine chronology and unﬁltered
CRU, SILO and AWAP data suggests those data sets are preferable to
the Cook series (Fig. 3). For high pass data, constant coefﬁcient
models are superior to time-varying models in all cases (Fig. 4;
Table 1), so there is no obvious choice of high pass climate data set
to use. For the low-pass data, the generally positive relationship
between the chronology and either of the AWAP or CRU data over
the last 100 years makes them preferable to the Cook or SILO series,
although time-dependence remains problematic in a reconstruction context. As an aside, it is interesting to note that the relationship between maximum and minimum temperatures in the
SILO data set differs from that in all other data sets (discussed
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Table 2
Summary of considerations for use of particular mean temperature data sets. Solid black circles indicates preferred data with respect to column criterion, hollow dot indicates
less preferred data. Larger dots represent better data (solid circles) or potentially more serious issues (hollow circles). Abbreviations in column 5 of table indicate relationships
between unﬁltered (UF), high-pass ﬁltered (HP) series. Mxt is maximum temperature and mnt is minimum temperature.
Mean temperature
data series

Issue
Resolution

Changing no. of stations/
changing stations

Elevation adjustment

Stable relationship
with chronology

Other comments

AWAP

C

❍

❍

HP

SILO

C

❍

❍

UF, HP

Cook
CRU
Average

❍
❍
Mixed

❍

❍

HP
UF, HP
UF, HP

Mxt estimates improved
Note version used
Mxt/Mnt relationship (Fig. S4-5)
Note version used
Lack of adjustment for elevation
Note version used
Possible issues with simple averaging

❍
❍

❍

Mixed

further below), suggesting caution in the use of the SILO data would
be wise (Figs S5 and S6). Table 2 contains a summary of identiﬁed
issues in the various climate data sets.
Given that none of the individual climate series are ideal for
temperature reconstruction based on the Mt Read chronology, we
have also calculated an average of the four mean warm season
temperature series. These data have once again been ﬁltered with a
10-year spline and unﬁltered, low-pass and high-pass series tested
using the KF in the same manner as done for individual series.
Although the relationship between the unﬁltered chronology and
unﬁltered averaged temperature is not entirely time-stable (Fig. 7;
S7), a constant coefﬁcient model is preferable to a model with a
time-varying coefﬁcient for two of the four chronology versions,
while the time-varying model is only marginally better in the
remaining two cases (Table 1). The relationship between the highpass series is time-stable. The time-dependence for the averaged
unﬁltered data is likely due to low-frequency time-dependence
indicated for the individual temperature series (Figs. 3e5), and also
present in the averaged series (Fig. S7). This averaged (unﬁltered)
temperature series therefore represents an alternative series that
could be used for temperature reconstruction, although attention
to issues related to averaging data based on different interpolation
methods may require further assessment (Gotway and Young,
2002).
4.3. Possible reasons for the rapid increase in ring widths since the
1960s
The rapid increase in ring widths observed in the chronology
after about 1960 (Fig. 2e,f) must be considered in the context of
uncertainties in both in the climate data (described above) and the
tree-ring chronology. With respect to the Mt Read chronology, it is
clear that only very small differences in the versions of the ﬁnal
chronology exist (based on either ratios or residuals). On the basis
of there being only relatively small uncertainties in the tree-ring

chronology, it is worthwhile examining possible causes of
increased growth relative to warm season temperatures at Mt Read
because other studies have previously identiﬁed increased growth
relative to temperature at other sites. Fig. 2f also shows that the
increase in all temperature series, including the average temperature series, does not match the rate of increase in ring widths.
Growth increases in recent decades at temperature-limited sites in
both the Southern and Northern Hemispheres (Peterson et al.,
1995; Nicolussi et al. 1995; Villalba et al., 1997; Paulsen et al.
2000) may have serious implications for temperature reconstructions because it is these temperature sensitive sites with
long-lived species that are typically used for reconstructions.
Although the most recent decades are not the only instance of
decoupling between the Mt Read chronology and warm season
temperatures over the 99-year period examined (Figs. 3 and 5), we
consider this most recent period ﬁrst because it matches the timing
of observed decoupling in tree-ring/climate relationships in many
Northern Hemisphere chronologies and some climate observations
are only available for the latter part of the 20th Century. Several
potential explanations for growth increasing faster than would be
expected based on temperature alone have previously been proposed. These include: increased availability of nitrogen to trees
from atmospheric sources and via warming of the soil (Grace et al.
€mgren and Linder, 2002); changing precipitation pat2002; Stro
terns (D'Arrigo et al., 2004); sampling methodology (Brienen et al.
2012a); the CO2 fertilisation effect (LaMarche et al. 1984; Gedalof
and Berg, 2010); temperatures that are increasing faster at higher
than lower elevations (e.g. Seidel and Free, 2003; Bradley et al.
2009); ampliﬁcation of increases in high elevation temperatures
affecting the formation of new tissue (Grace et al. 2002 and references therein) and differential increases in maximum and minimum temperatures (Wilson and Luckman, 2003). For Mt Read there
are also uncertainties surrounding the temperature data and the
possibly inappropriate use of a constant ELR, the impact of
increased intensity of the subtropical ridge (STR) and more

Fig. 7. Dynamic regression coefﬁcients (KF) for models of growth (standardised signal free ratio chronology) based on the average of the CRU, AWAP and Cook mean temperature
series (NoveApr). Left column shows unﬁltered data; middle column, high-pass (10-yr ﬁlter) ﬁltered data; and right column, low-pass (10-year) ﬁltered data. Dashed lines represent
2s limits. Data extends from 1911 to 2009. Results for all versions of the chronology are shown in Fig. S7.
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frequent occurrence of an inversion layer at approximately the
same elevation as the Mt Read site.
Neither the increased nitrogen availability hypothesis nor the
hypothesis that temperatures are increasing faster at higher elevations can be assessed for the Mt Read site due to lack of appropriate data. The absence of high elevation (>800 m ASL)
temperature records in Tasmania that extend from at least 1950 to
present impedes comparison of high and low elevation temperatures. Due to regionally high topographical variability, gridded data
are inappropriate for such a comparison. The ‘big tree selection’
sampling bias (Brienen et al. 2012a) can occur if only the largest and
fastest growing living trees are sampled. Because the Mt Read
chronology consists of samples from both living and dead trees and
is based on a large proportion of available stems over 10 cm in
diameter, it is unlikely that this is relevant to the patterns observed
here. Given the extreme sensitivity of Huon pine to moisture stress
(Brodribb and Hill, 1998; Brodribb and Cochard, 2009; Drew unpublished data), it is highly unlikely that decreasing precipitation at
Mt Read (Fig. 1b) would promote growth. Although the KF traces
indicate a relationship between growth and precipitation that is
becoming negative (unﬁltered data; Fig. S2), this is consistent with
the inverse relationship between Tasmanian precipitation and
temperature, and is most likely a reﬂection of the relationship with
temperature over this period rather than indicative of decreasing
importance of precipitation itself. Further, if the recent decrease in
precipitation had indeed become more limiting to growth on Mt
Read, an increasingly positive response to precipitation would be
expected.
It is plausible that, given the unusually high elevation of the Mt
Read Huon pine site, a greater increase in maximum temperatures
than minimum temperatures may be responsible for the accelerated increase in ring widths compared to mean temperatures
(Wilson and Luckman (2003). Fig. S5 indicates that warm season
maximum temperatures, obtained from the four temperature data
sets used in this study, and an average of these, have indeed
increased more than warm season minimum temperatures over the
past 100 years. Fig. S6 shows that correlations between these
maximum and minimum temperatures have remained above 0.6
for all but the earliest years of the century (SILO excepted), and are
mostly >0.8. Finally, although the rate of increase in maximum
temperatures exceeds that of minimum temperatures, neither
maximum nor minimum temperatures have increased at a rate
commensurate with the increase in ring widths over the past
decade (Fig. S8). Based on these data, the increase in observed
growth cannot adequately be accounted for by differential increases in maximum and minimum temperatures at the Mt Read
site (Fig. 2e,f). Of course, the critical caveat here is that the
respective minimum and maximum temperature data adequately
reﬂect temperatures at the site. As discussed above, this may not be
the case, particularly for maximum temperatures.
More contentious among possible causes of accelerated growth
is the vigorously debated CO2 fertilisation effect (Huang et al. 2007;
Holtram and Winter, 2010). LaMarche et al. (1984) and Bunn et al.
(2003) have hypothesised that the effect is greater at high elevation due to lower partial pressure of CO2, but Silva et al. (2010)
argue that increases in basal area increment observed at high
elevation sites are more consistent with increasing temperatures
largely because carbon was not limiting at these sites in the ﬁrst
€rner, 1998). In a careful study of the isotopic content of the
place (Ko
Mt Read tree-rings over the period 1795e1994, Pepper (1999)
found an overall increase in water use efﬁciency (assimilationrate divided by stomatal conductance, A/g). This study exploited
measurements of CO2 (Etheridge et al., 1996) and d13CO2 (Francey
et al. 1999) in air extracted from Law Dome ice core bubbles. A/g
is related mainly to the difference in d13C between the ice air and
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tree-rings on a time frame determined by the age resolution in ice
core bubble air; the Law Dome ice core records are unique because
of their high temporal resolution (~10 to 20 years for CO2) and
overlap with modern atmospheric monitoring. During active
photosynthesis, convective mixing in the atmosphere means that
the atmospheric composition at Mt Read closely matches that at
the nearby Cape Grim Baseline monitoring station, which in turn
closely matches the composition at Law Dome (Francey et al. 1984,
2013). Pepper's (1999) derivation of A/g suggested an increased
assimilation rate over the observed period of 26% if g was assumed
constant; however, circumstantial evidence for increasing g,
particularly near the end of the record, ampliﬁes the implied
assimilation increase (Pepper, 1999). A recent re-evaluation and
augmentation of the Francey et al. (1999) ice core d13C data leads to
a small decrease in the difference between ice core and modern
records (Rubino et al., 2013), without signiﬁcantly changing the
lower limit to the increased assimilation rate. Even in the absence
of isotope data for the tree-rings after 1994, it is plausible that
physiological changes in the Huon pine, consistent with CO2 fertilisation, could make a contribution to recent ring-width increases.
However, some recent studies have found that while water use
efﬁciency has increased over recent decades, there have not been
~ ulus
concordant increases in stem growth (Nock et al. 2011; Pen
et al. 2011; Andreu-Hayles et al. 2011b). In also noting the lack of
a clear effect on growth, Silva and Horwath (2013) have concluded
that the common extrapolation of associations between leaf-level
processes and d13C from tree ring d13C needs to be reevaluated.
They argue that most of the trends noted in water use efﬁciency can
be simply explained through methodological issues and that increases in water use efﬁciency are independent of changes in d13C
discrimination. Therefore, in the absence of information detailing
how increased assimilation relates to increased ring widths, this
hypothesis must remain speculative at this time.
An alternative hypothesis, the ‘sink inhibition hypothesis’ proposes that photosynthate investment limits are imposed by tem€rner and Paulsen, 2004). Under the sink inhibition
perature (Ko
hypothesis, temperature-limited sites such as Mt Read would
exhibit growth increases even for small temperature increases
because they would be better able to utilise photosynthate (Grace
€rner and Paulsen, 2004). Two local factors that
et al. 2002; Ko
could have reasonably contributed to increased growth (if the sink
inhibition hypothesis is correct) are either warmer conditions and/
or a lengthening growing season. Intensiﬁcation of the STR over
southeastern Australia (Larsen, 2008; Larsen and Nicholls, 2009;
Timbal and Drosdowsky, 2012, Fig. 6a), resulting in more frequent
anticyclonic conditions (and more frequent occurrence of temperature inversions) over the growing season, would effectively increase temperatures (particularly maximum temperatures) at the
site. Uncertainty over the appropriateness of a constant ELR and the
precise nature of the impact of STR intensiﬁcation on the inversion
layer at this elevation also need to be considered here, especially
since Buckley et al. (1997) have previously suggested that the
temperature inversion may be related to differential climate responses in Huon pine at high and low elevation. It is possible that
the greater than expected increase in growth is simply an artifact of
temperature data that do not reﬂect a changing ELR over the last
century. In this context, investigation of other updated Huon pine
sites along an elevational gradient would be helpful.
The Tasmanian growing season has also increased by up to 16
days since 1950 (The Australian Bureau of Meteorology, http://
www.bom.gov.au/climate/). A greater number of months have
also had mean temperatures of 8  C since1970 than in the ﬁrst
part of the 20th Century (Fig. 6b) and growing degree days (GDD)
have increased slightly since 1945 (Fig. 6c). Elsewhere, growing
season length has been linked to variability in maximum latewood
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density (Vaganov et al. 1999) and earlywood cell size in Pinus leucodermis (Deslauriers et al. 2008). Deslauriers et al. (2008) found
earlywood cell size was larger when the radial enlargement period
was longer and latewood cell wall thickness was also greater for
extended seasons.
While an appraisal of possible reasons for the decoupling of
temperature and growth in the most recent decades is important,
to simply focus on the most recent period when time-dependence
occurs over the last century (Fig. 2e and f, 3e5), would be to pay
‘unequal attention’ to other instances of decoupling that exist
(Esper and Frank, 2009). Critically, although intensiﬁcation of the
STR and an increased length of the growing season could be
important factors related to increased growth in recent decades at
the Mt Read site, changes over time in STR intensity and length of
the growing season may well have affected the relationship between temperature and growth at other times in the past. For
example, at the same time that growth appears to be have been
less than would be expected based on temperature from the late
1940s through to the early 1960s (Fig. 2e, f), the number of months
with a mean temperature < 8  C was generally less than for the
following period (Fig. 6c). If the chronology had actually ended in
about 1965, one might have concluded that divergence (sensu
Esper and Frank, 2009) had occurred because the chronology
under-represented temperature (Fig. 2e,f). Most recently, the 2009
summer temperature was high relative to growth for that year
(this feature is largely responsible for the weakening relationship
between temperature and growth at the end of the series shown in
Fig. 5, and to a lesser extent, in Fig. 3). A continuation of this situation may result another decoupling not dissimilar to that which
occurred in the 1950s/60s, or signal the end of the most recent
decoupling. The individual occurrences of decoupling resulting in
time-dependence reiterate the need to better understand factors
contributing to that time-dependence, particularly since tree-ring
width is not solely determined by temperature. While the unexplained variation in the ring widthetemperature relationship may
well be due to factors associated with the physical environment at
the site, measurement issues or a combination of these factors, it
may also be partly due to the stochastic variability that inevitably
exists when two time series are not perfectly correlated with one
another.
4.4. Developing a better understanding of time-dependence
If the reason for time-dependence between climate data and
tree-ring chronologies is primarily related to responses of trees to
their environment (rather than uncertainties in climate data and/or
the chronology), process-based models may help unravel the underlying mechanisms driving varying response intensity (to temperature, for example). This is because process-based models
explicitly recognise tree growth as a function of moisture availability and temperature, rather than simply focusing on a statistical
relationship with temperature alone (Anchukaitis et al. 2006;
Tolwinski-Ward et al. 2011; Vaganov et al. 2011). However, in order to be of greatest beneﬁt these models should be used in
conjunction with high-resolution (daily or better) data and attention to anatomical detail. High-resolution monitoring of growth
processes and wood formation (eg. Rossi et al. 2006; Deslauriers
et al. 2008) is already underway at Mt Read. This high resolution
€ rner and Paulsen, 2004;
data and intra-ring anatomical detail (Ko
Rossi et al. 2008) is also expected to provide detailed information
on the relevant threshold temperature for xylem development (cf.
Anchukaitis et al. 2012), which will enable an assessment of
whether a longer growing season is meaningfully related to the
greater than expected growth at Mt Read for most of the past two
decades.

Other types of chronologies such as d18O (Brienen et al. 2012b)
or wood property chronologies can also contribute information
about moisture availability, drought and season length (Deslauriers
et al. 2008; Drew et al., 2013). Further development and analysis of
these types of chronologies based on the same samples but sensitive to differing environmental factors, should help reveal how and
why relationships between trees and speciﬁc climate variables vary
over time.
4.5. Potential solutions to time dependence in chronologies
The reason that time-dependence or divergence (sensu Esper
and Frank, 2009) exist will necessarily inform the manner in
which it is dealt with. For reconstruction purposes, possible sources
of uncertainty surrounding a conclusion of time-dependence or
divergence must be examined. In the case of the Mt Read chronology, uncertainties related to standardisation e an issue repeatedly raised (D'Arrigo et al., 2008; Büntgen et al. 2008; Esper and
Frank, 2009; Esper et al. 2010) e would appear to be relatively
small, although additional investigation may be useful. Uncertainty
within the temperature data itself (unﬁltered and low-pass; Figs. 3
and 5) is more difﬁcult to resolve because a temperature reconstruction depends upon instrumental data in some form to calibrate and verify the model. In the case of Mt Read, the averaged
mean temperature data set (Fig. 7) may be useful in this respect.
Further work in development of gridded data sets may also lead to
an improved ability to incorporate local and regional dynamics into
these gridded surfaces, thus improving their quality.
Chronologies based on wood properties (e.g. cell wall thickness,
tracheid radial diameter, microﬁbril angle) containing more stable
spatio-temporal relationships with temperature (Allen et al. 2013)
may also be key to reducing time-dependence between temperature and tree ring chronologies, although, once again, considerable
work remains to be done. In addition, if strong evidence of CO2
fertilisation in long ring-width chronologies used for climate
reconstruction purposes can be found, continuing use of those ringwidth chronologies would clearly be problematic because there is
no analogue for these conditions, at least in the last millennium
(Rubino et al., 2014). Therefore, should this situation arise, investigation of the sensitivity of alternative wood properties chronologies from these same sites to CO2 fertilisation may be a useful
adjunct to development of long ring width chronologies.
5. Conclusions
Over the past two decades there has been a decoupling of
temperature and growth at the Mt Read Huon pine site. Unlike the
decoupling ﬁrst observed by Jacoby and D'Arrigo (1995) in which
ring widths underestimated temperature in recent decades, the Mt
Read ring widths overestimate warm season temperature for the
past two decades. However, because decoupling of growth and
temperature is not limited to the most recent decades, we have not
called this recent decoupling ‘divergence’. Rather, we view the
decoupling that has occurred in more recent years as a special case
of general time-dependence. In this sense, it is abundantly clear
that the conclusion that inferred ring-width-based temperatures
over Tasmania and southeastern Australia for the past decade and a
half have been higher than for any other period in the past 1000
years is a conditional one. It is conditional on the assertion that the
relationship between temperatures and ring width has remained
sufﬁciently stable over time. In order to be able to ascertain whether
or not this is the case, access to high quality climate data is required.
Here we have indicated that none of the individual data sets used in
this study is ideal for climate reconstruction from the Mt Read site
and that the temporal relationship between the chronology and
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temperature varies somewhat depending on which temperature
series is used, and whether data is unﬁltered, high-pass or low-pass
ﬁltered. Uncertainty in the climate data is related to a number of
factors including relatively crude grid resolution in a region of
highly variable topography, the relationship between minimum
and maximum temperatures and the potentially inappropriate use
of a constant lapse rate in compiling gridded data. Although the
averaged temperature series may be a useful compromise for
reconstruction purposes, detailed appreciation of any issues
involved in averaging these data sets is likely required prior to its
use for reconstruction purposes. At the same time, further investigation of process-based models with input from high-resolution
monitoring and alternative types of chronologies (including d13C)
may improve understanding as to why time-dependence occurs if it
is in fact related to the chronology rather than linked to uncertainties in the climate data. Notwithstanding this, the ability to
assess hypotheses as to why time-dependence occurs depends on
the accuracy of the available climate data. Similarly, although
several hypotheses related to changes in climate may be consistent
with increasing growth in recent decades, there is little value in
attempting to attribute cause until there is strong evidence that the
increased growth apparent in the chronology is not swamped by
uncertainties inherent in the currently available temperature data.
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